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	Azure Automation Using the ARM Model: An In-Depth Guide to Automation with Azure Resource Manager, 9781484232187 (1484232186), Apress, 2017

	Focus exclusively on the Azure Resource Manager (ARM) deployment model for Azure automation and gain in-depth knowledge of topics such as runbook authoring, different types of automation runbooks, and hybrid cloud automation. This book covers practical approaches to creating runbooks for multiple use cases, including operational tasks such as VM management and integration of Azure automation with infrastructure monitoring solutions, such as Operations Management Suite (OMS).


	Along the way you’ll see how to use PowerShell in Azure automation and cover essentials including Azure automation security, source control integration, and runbook output streams. Finally, you learn about integrating Azure automation with Desired State Configuration (DSC) to include various cloud, on-premise, and hybrid scenarios.


	 What You Will Learn


	 ·  Work with the building blocks of Azure automation


	·   Create different types of runbook

	 


	·   Master hybrid cloud automation with ARM

	 


	·   Implement cloud automation use cases with practical examples


	 Who This Book Is For


	Infrastructure and cloud architects, cloud support engineers, and system administrators.
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Deblurring Images: Matrices, Spectra, and Filtering (Fundamentals of Algorithms 3)SIAM, 2006
“The book’s focus on imaging problems is very unique among the competing books on inverse and ill-posed problems. …It gives a nice introduction into the MATLAB world of images and deblurring problems.”  

— Martin Hanke, Professor, Institut für Mathematik, Johannes-Gutenberg-Universität. 
...

		

Internet Gaming Disorder: Theory, Assessment, Treatment, and PreventionAcademic Press, 2018

	Internet Gaming Disorder: Theory, Assessment, Treatment, and Prevention is an informative and practical introduction to the topics of Internet gaming disorder and problematic gaming. This book provides mental health clinicians with hands-on assessment, prevention, and treatment techniques for clients with problematic gaming behaviors...


		

Introducing Windows Server 2012Microsoft Press, 2012

	
	
		Windows Server 2012 is probably the most significant release of the Windows
	
		Server platform ever. With an innovative new user interface, powerful
	
		new management tools, enhanced Windows PowerShell support, and hundreds
	
		of new features in the areas of networking, storage, and virtualization, Windows
	
		Server 2012...





	

Creatures of Cain: The Hunt for Human Nature in Cold War AmericaPrinceton Press, 2019

	
		How Cold War America came to attribute human evolutionary success to our species' unique capacity for murder

		

		After World War II, the question of how to define a universal human nature took on new urgency. Creatures of Cain charts the rise and precipitous fall in Cold War America of a theory that...



		

Introduction to Windows And Graphics Programming With Visual C++ .netWorld Scientific Publishing, 2005
This book provides an accessible approach to the study of Windows® programming with Visual C++®. It is intended to be an introduction to Visual C++® for technical people including practicing engineers, engineering students, and others who would like to understand Windows® programming and use its inherent graphic capabilities. While...

		

Data Structures and Algorithms in JavaJohn Wiley & Sons, 2014

	The design and analysis of efficient data structures has long been recognized as a key component of the Computer Science curriculum. Goodrich, Tomassia and Goldwasser's approach to this classic topic is based on the object-oriented paradigm as the framework of choice for the design of data structures. For each ADT presented in the text,...
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